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Runs as a special RT task
Global Clock Module
MPI/RT (HARE)
MPI/RT Apps MPI/RT AppsLinux AppsLinux Apps
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TWMLP TRTS TXSend side:
TCTS TCOPYReceive side: TWSYNCH TNTFY
Case I: The application calls send before the corresponding receive and the
middleware maintains a temporary buffer to store incoming messages.
TWMLP TRTS TXSend side:
TCTSReceive side: TNTFY
Case II : The application calls send before the corresponding receive and the
middleware waits for the receive before responding with a CTS.
TWMLP TRTS TXSend side:
TCTSReceive side: TNTFY
Case III : The application calls send and the corresponding receive simultaneously.
TWMLP TXSend side:
TCTSReceive side: TNTFY









TWMLP TRTS TXSend side:
TCTSReceive side: TNTFY
Case I: The middleware uses handshaking to send the receiving buffer’s address to
the sender in order to perform a remote DMA operation.
TWMLP TXSend side:
Receive side: TNTFY
Case II : The middleware’s “early binding” knowledge of the receiver’s buffer
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Create Objects, Containers, Container sets
Create Channel2 (Qos2)
Create Channel1 (Qos1)
Create Channel Qos1 (Release time S1, Period P, Deadline D1)
Create Channel Qos2(Release time S2, Period P, Deadline D2)
/* Do commit now */
Period_Start_time = Commit()
/* Create QoS. Note that Release time are relative to the period.
These will be translated to absolute times of TURTLE by HARE */
/* Resource are available now for RT communication */









/* Resources specifed now, will be created during commit */
Period,myDeadline)





























T1 - User app begins
T2 - Message is ready
T3- T4 TURTLE does context switching
T4 - MPI/RT channel Task begins
T5 - Message actually sent across network
T6 - Receive Channel Task begins
T6’ - Send Channel Task ends
T7 - Message actually received
T8 - Receive MPI/RT channel task ends
T8-T9 TURTLE does context switching
T9 - User app begins
T10- User app actually receives message
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